
Looking at tracks in OkMap 07/11/2021

To look at a track on the default web map 
proceed as follows:
[see Installing and setting up OkMap to learn 
how to make OpenTopoMap the default]

Let us suppose you have a folder called Hill walking 
which contains a sub-folder called GPX tracks
containing all your tracks
Let us further suppose that in this sub-folder there's 
a file called Walking from Maulin to Djouce.gpx
which contains a track named 

Maulin to Djouce by foot
Go to 

File > Load > Waypoints, routes, tracks (multi)

which will bring up a standard Open File Dialog
window showing the contents of a folder of demo
GPX files. Ignore these and go to:

Hill walking > GPX tracks
and double click on the file 

Walking from Maulin to Djouce.gpx  

After some time an Open TopoMap tile for this area will have been downloaded and the track will be 
shown.
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If all the trackpoints are shown it appears as a thick line. Clicking on anywhere off the track and waiting 
should change this to a thin line.

Although you can create and edit tracks using any web map the full power of OkMap is best seen when 
OkMap has been used to prepare a map from a scanned paper map. Such a map comes in two files - 
<map name>.jpg and <map name>.okm

Loading a map
To load an already georeferenced map 
of the area in which your track is to be 
found click on:

File > Load > Map

This will bring up a standard Open File Dialog window showing the contents of a folder of demo maps. 
Ignore these and go to:

Hill walking > Maps
[assuming that this is where you have stored all your .okm  and corresponding  .jpg  files]
and double click on Mymap.okm.  

After a short while the map appears.
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You may occasionally get the message Zoom factor out of range. In this
case try going to Zoom on the menu bar and clicking on  Fit on page

Zooming around
By rotating the mouse wheel forwards/backwards you can enlarge/reduce the image.

By holding down the left-button the cursor changes to a hand which can move the map up/down or 
left/right.
[On a laptop with only a touchpad you will have to use the Zoom menu at the top.]

In this way you can zoom in/out as close as you like to any portion of the map. Below we have zoomed in 
until the mouse pointer is near the top of Djouce.

If you click on Cursor at the bottom left-hand corner of the screen you can see, from L to R, :
• the dimensions, in pixels, of the map [4994 x 6462]
• the coordinates of the cursor position in pixels measured along and down from the origin [0 , 0] at 

the top left hand corner of the image [2105, 3399]
• the familiar Irish Grid letter + 5-figure coordinates of the cursor position [given as letter + 3-figures,

 O 178 103 , in The Rambler]

and continuing:
• the OSi 6-figure Easting, Northing coordinates [East 317873, North 210345]
• the latitude and longitude [53.131° North, -6.239° East]
• the altitude [701m - should this be closer to 725m ?]
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As above the track Walking from Maulin to Djouce.gpx 
can then be loaded onto this map.

You can zoom in for a closer look....

Beside the last point of the track you will find the name of the
track: Maulin to Djouce by foot
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Clicking at any point of the track will show the trackpoints.

There are so may of these, close together, that they 
cannot be seen individually – the track just looks 
thicker.

Zooming in further the trackpoints can be seen individually.

Bringing the mouse pointer arrow up to a trackpoint and
“hovering” will bring up a small yellow box giving 
the following details for the point:

trackpoint number
East-North coordinates
elevation
day/time when the point was stored on the GPS 
device [if given]
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Storing and printing out a combined map and track
Create a new folder called Screenshots in the folder Hill walking
Back in OkMap zoom in/out and/or move the map until the track occupies as much of  the screen as you 
wish.
Go to: File > Save > Save map screenshot 

and save a .jpg image of this map section in the folder  
Hill walking > Screenshots

Now minimise the OkMap program and run Irfanview or any other program that can print/edit 
photographs. 
Load/open your screenshot into the program, edit it if you wish and print it out.

It is also possible to print directly from OkMap by going to File > Print but there seems to be less control of 
the final image this way.
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